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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute

The Israeli industry is comprised of thousands of technological startups in a wide
variety of sectors such as: Digital Media, Mobile, Medical, Fintech, Cyber and many
more.
This industry yields a large number of success stories in the form of technological
breakthroughs. These technologies are implemented in some of the most popular
products commonly used by millions of people around the world.
The startup industry in Israel is in constant search for overseas partners and investors
in order to fulfill their potential of technological development.
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI), supported by member
firms, private sector bodies and the government of Israel, advances business
relationships between Israeli exporters and overseas businesses and organizations.
The Israel Export Institute’s Digital Media Sector operates at the very heart of the
Israeli media community – forming relationships; assembling and leading national
pavilions at important international exhibitions; hosting professional delegations;
organizing conferences and developing dedicated technology events in cooperation
with leading media institutions around the world. These activities all have one goal
in mind – to create business opportunities for the mutual benefit of the Israeli Digital
media companies and global players anywhere in the world.
Noa Avrahami
Manager, Digital Media Technologies Sector
Tel +972 3 514 2862
noa@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il
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The Foreign Trade Administration

The Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy and Industry (FTA)
is responsible for managing and directing the international trade policy of the
State of Israel. The Administration’s main fields of activity include promotion of
trade and exports, initiating and maintaining trade agreements, attracting and
facilitating investments and creating strategic cooperation between Israeli and
foreign companies.
FTA operates a network of more than 45 economic representatives around the
world who serve as the operational arm of the Ministry in the global markets.
Eitan Kuperstoch
Minister for Commercial Affairs
Head of Economy and Trade Missions
The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden
Embassy of Israel, The Netherlands
Tel: +31-70-3760514 I
Eitan.Kuperstoch@economy.gov.il
www.economy.gov.il
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Agan Aroma

Smart IoT Aroma Diffuser

Category

Solution at a Glance

eCommerce &
Enterprise Solutions

Moodo® is the world’s leading IoT scent diffusion and customization technology,
with multiple applications in the home IoT, Automotive and Hospitality markets.
Based on a proprietary fragrance delivery platform, Moodo enables to mix and
personalize their ambient fragrance in real time using an app, voice-commands or
API interface for B2B clients.

Health & Wellness
Smart Home
Vehicle Technology

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Moodo enables users to mix and personalize their ambient fragrance in real time
using an app, voice-controlled IoT systems or an API interface for B2B clients.
It is WiFi enabled, app controlled, integrated with Alexa, Siri, Google Home, IFTTT, API
for B2B applications (e.g., integrate with hotels’ PMS).
Simple, easy-to-use functionality and set-up.
Ability to set timers and schedules for use.
Outlet power with additional factory-installed rechargeable battery (provides 7
hours of power).

Our Offering
Proprietary disposable scent capsules supported by strong IP and deep expertise
in scent development.
Unique scent blending technology with a variety of 30 scent capsules based on
automated suggestions or user taste and experimentation .
Significant market opportunity in a number of large industries.
“Razor and blades” business model drives recurring revenue with very high gross
margins.
Fragrance technology is dry-air based, no heat, oil or alcohol involved, which is
ideal for consumer and commercial applications.
Agan Aroma is looking to spin-off Moodo in order to allow it to focus and tap its
full potential, by separating it from the fragrance production business and adding
additional expertise in consumer tech. It is seeking an investor to ensure that the
appropriate resources and expertise can be invested in Moodo’s next stage of
growth.

▼

Company References and Strategic Partners

Return to Contents

• Big scent / perfume companies
• Smart home
• Round A investment
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Edgybees

Edgybees augmented reality visual intelligence brings instant visibility & collaboration
to any scene

Category

Solution at a Glance

Augmented Reality /
Virtual Reality

Edgybees brings unprecedented real-time situational awareness within and beyond
any field of view by augmenting live video feeds with
precise geo-information layers captured from any camera, drone, human input or
other data sources.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Our visual intelligence technology platform fuses 3D video generation, computer
vision and multi-sensor data analytics to create dynamic virtual worlds for any
complex environment. Immersive Video Collaboration™ enables instant, synchronized
collaboration between field operatives and command posts.

Our Offering
Edgybees Visual Intelligence Technology™ fuses pioneering 3D video generation,
computer vision and multi-sensor data analytics to provide a highly contextual
visual presence of non-tangible intelligence. This is how our platform provides an
intuitive visual layer of highly accurate, real-time intelligence enabling instant clarity
of the most complex and dynamic environments. The result is accurate collaboration
with visually-enhanced operational communication.
Edgybees was co-founded in 2016 by Menashe Haskin, former manager of the
Amazon Prime Air Israeli development office, the company’s Chief Technology Officer,
together with CEO Adam Kaplan and Director of Platform Nitay Megides.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

Motorola, Agile Defense, Verizon, Deloitte, DJI, OurCrowd

Return to Contents
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Emaze

Convert fans into direct followers and turn them into ambassadors

Category

Solution at a Glance

Family & Kids Technology

Convert social media fans into direct followers and turn them into your own brand
ambassadors with millions of OTT channels under your control.

Sports Tech

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Automatic design and digital content creation patent along with our HTML5 editor.

Our Offering
Your fans already love your brand and want to show their pride. Leverage that brand
loyalty and let your fans proudly represent and promote your brand for you. Now
you can effortlessly grow your reach far beyond your regular fan base in no time
take control back from social media channels and own your fans engagements on
platform you can control and monetize from. Our AI engine will create millions of OTT
channels for your brand to control dynamically without strict guidelines like social
media are enforcing today. Emaze is a content creation platform, where users can
create, view and share websites, photo albums and more. We enable brands and
content creators to capitalize on the untapped potential of their fans and followers.
Automaze, our AI engine, gives users their own custom branded websites. Emaze.
me is our centralized social media network combining content from all feeds.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

NBA, Laliga, Coca-Cola, Daimler

Return to Contents
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Enroute

Shop. Earn. Ride for Free

Category

Solution at a Glance

eCommerce &
Enterprise Solutions

Enroute developed a personalized, location-based commerce platform linked to
mobility apps like Uber, Lyft, etc. and to mass transit services, allowing passengers
to ride for FREE as they shop, interact and collect items from locations next to their
destination.

Vehicle Technology

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
A location-based commerce layer that allows passengers to shop online and
collect the orders from shops next to their destination or along the route.
This capability is supported by unique data-driven algorithms that tap into
inventory systems at stores in real time.
Sophisticated algorithms to provide the best personalized experience, based on
data collected from the various sensors and the passengers over time.
Fit the experience to suit the person’s mood, condition, number of people etc.
Suggest new/ different activities to the passenger and change route accordingly.

▼

Our Offering
Smart Mobility apps already own the consumer and allows him or her free time –
providing opportunities to monetize!
Leverage that for profit and loyalty.
Enroute builds and aggregates the affiliate network, backend, algorithms and
frontend SDK, in order to connect Smart Mobility Operators to this huge opportunity.
• Enroute’s commerce SDK for mobility apps offers our mobility partners a new
revenue stream, fresh loyalty scheme, and valuable data.
• 20% of all online shopping in the UK occurs during the commute.
• That’s more than $13B only in mobility, only between 7-9 am.
• In Canada, the average monthly “commute commerce” spend per user is
roughly $411.
• Mobility companies are allowing passengers for free time but miss on the huge
$2.3T e-commerce market.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

We have a paid collaboration with DB, Germany’s National Rail Company.

Return to Contents
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Funatix Club

Taking fantasy sports to the next level!

Category

Solution at a Glance

Audio/Video

Funatix delivers sports leagues an enhanced Fantasy Sports Platform as well as a
Turn-Key project enabling a full season, highly engaging Fantasy game.
The Company offers sports leagues an enhanced Fantasy Sports Platform as well
as a Turn-Key project enabling a full season Fantasy.

Sports Tech
Sports Gaming

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Funatix’s product, Real Manager© is an innovative Fantasy Sport platform which
combines the classic Fantasy Sport with the world of online games and social
networks. By using methodologies from the online gaming industry with an enhanced
game mechanism we are taking the classic sport management games to the next
level. Moreover, we offer cross-field intensive engagement, so fans have a way to
engage their passion and love for the game on all media channels.

Our Offering

▼

Know How & Experience: For the past 3 years, our team has been doing only turnkey fantasy projects.
Dynamic Product: State of the art multi-platform product that is constantly developing
(~weekly updates).
Scientific analysis of user behavior: Keeping users active and engaged every day
throughout the whole season.
Media Coverage: We produce written / graphic content, can be used at various for
media channels.
Localized Support and Promotion: We provide full season localized support, fans
community management and fantasy league.
Content Management System (CMS): The league management has direct access to
real-time game and fans statistics; In addition, the league can create on-demand
high-end graphic content.
New ‘Real Estate’: New advertising spaces such as: Fantasy league main sponsor,
in-game embedded advertising (Jerseys, on-field banners) and Sponsored in-game
benefits for the users.
Broad Economic Impact: We handle fantasy Fans engagement with the league every
day on all media channels, that brings more interest, rating and finally increases the
valuation of the league brand.

Company References and Strategic Partners
Premier Football Leagues Official Management in the following countries:
Israel, Serbia, Ukraine, Greece, Mexico,

Return to Contents
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GigaSpaces

GigaSpaces provides the fastest analytics processing platform to run services and
ML in production at scale.

Category

Solution at a Glance

eCommerce &
Enterprise Solutions

GigaSpaces provides the fastest big-data analytics processing platform to run
services and ML models in production, at scale for real-time decision making on
streaming, transactional and historical data. The in-memory platform helps enterprises
introduce applications that ingest, process and analyze data at extreme speeds,
across any environment.

Smart Cities
Real-time analytics
processing for
operationalizing ML

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
InsightEdge makes you faster & smarter at the speed & scale of your business:
• Real-time ML on live (mutable), transactional (ACID) and historical data
• Data does not need to move to the application or analytics
• Elastic scaling and handling of peak events
• Event driven analytics and business logic
• Intelligent automatic data life cycle management, according to business policies,
across any memory and storage tier
• Ingests (millions of IOPS) and stores any data structure (object, document, text,
tables, geo-location) eliminating the need of multiple data stores
• Cloud, Hybrid, Multi Cloud, On-premise
• Proven mission critical availability

Our Offering
InsightEdge makes you faster and smarter at the speed and scale of your business.
The platform contains all the required frameworks for scalable data-driven solutions
with SQL, Spark, streaming, ML and DL. Services leverage insights from ML models
running on any data source, structured, unstructured or semi-structured, and
seamlessly access historical data directly from data lakes such as Hadoop, S3,
Blob Storage etc. InsightEdge has cloud-native, microservice-based architecture
for cloud, on-premise, hybrid and multi cloud; and supports intelligent, multi-tiered
data management and storage across RAM, SSD, Persistent Memory, HDFS and cloud
object stores.

▼

Company References and Strategic Partners

Return to Contents

Some Customers: Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, CSX, Blue Cross Blue Shield,
Goldman Sachs, Société Générale, Crédit Agricole, Avanza Bank, Telia Sonera, Charles
Schwab, Avaya, Deutsche Bank, Frequentis, UBS and more.
Technology Partners: Intel, Informatica, Tableau, Cloudera, Red Hat, AWS, Microsoft.
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Glean Labs

Glean is an automatic competency mapping solution, providing R&D companies with
insights into employee skills, knowledge and experience.

Category

Solution at a Glance

AI

Glean Labs offers an automatic employee competency platform for large R&D
organizations.
By integrating with the customer’s operational and collaboration systems, Glean’s ML
algorithms can automatically identify employees’ knowledge, skills, and experience
based on evidence - the actual work done.

eCommerce &
Enterprise Solutions

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Glean integrates with the customer’s operational and collaboration systems that
tech employees use on a daily basis like Jira, GitHub, Slack, and Confluence, etc.
By analyzing data on actual work done and actual processes taking place, our
algorithms identify and unravel the competencies of the people in the organization.
We’re essentially using machine learning to transform the tedious, manual competency
mapping process into an automatic solution that is better, faster, and cheaper.
Employees and management don’t need to do anything.
They just do their day-to-day job, and Glean creates and updates everything
automatically.

Our Offering
Until now, competency mapping has been impossible to do at scale - a long, manual,
expensive process, producing partial and biased results.
Consequently, many organizational processes are based on guesswork and limited
information.
Glean Labs’ automatic employee competency platform performs deep, robust, and
objective mapping of tech competencies in the organization, based on evidence the actual work done.
Glean provides visibility into the organization, its employees, and its processes.
From strategic processes like Workforce planning to individual associate decisions
like internal mobility, Glean helps companies make data-driven decisions in multiple
organizational processes, improve retention, and maximize their tech talent.

▼

Company References and Strategic Partners

Return to Contents

Several F500 companies (under NDA)
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InfiniDome
THE GPS CYBER COMPANY

www.gpsdome.com

Infinidome

InfiniDome provides front-end cyber solutions protecting wireless communications
from jamming and spoofing attacks.

Category

Solution at a Glance

Smart Cities

Our tech is based on our proprietary ASIC developed to perform real-time RF
manipulation. Combined with our algorithms it allows for our unmatched SWaP
(Size Weight & Power attributes), performance and affordable price. GPSdome is
the only commercial (non-military) GPS anti-jammer in the world.

Vehicle Technology

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
1 patent pending, 2 more in the funnel. By leveraging its ASIC and algorithms,
infiniDome takes an Electronic Warfare approach of combining signals from multiple
antennas to detect the direction of the interference and to nullify it. Unlike the
military solutions, it does it in real-time at a fraction of the size, weight and price.

Our Offering
The company’s first product, GPSdome, protects against jamming and spoofing
of GPS-based systems, which are critical for autonomous vehicles, drones and
connected fleets.
GPSdome has been successfully proven in the field and sold to over 30 customers
globally.
Competitive Advantage
Our tech is based on our proprietary ASIC developed to perform real-time RF
manipulation. Combined with our algorithms it allows for our unmatched SWaP
(Size Weight & Power attributes), performance and affordable price. GPSdome is
the only commercial (non-military) GPS anti-jammer in the world.
GPSdome retains signal integrity when under spoofing attack, unlike other cyber
solutions that simply terminate GPS data.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

IDF, PAE ISR, Stelectronis, mobileye, ACUASI.

Return to Contents
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Melcap systems

Overweight and Obesity treatment by means of Mobile Ingestible Disposable
Capsule System with Wearable unit

Category

Solution at a Glance

Health & Wellness

The system comprises three main parts: a disposable ingestible capsule, reusable
wearable chest band or a wristband and a mobile app, installed on the user
smartphone. The capsule is home use, safe, chemicals-free, noninvasive, and with
zero complication.

Wearables
Wireless Devices &
Services

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
The company technology is based on the proven and proprietary advanced mode
of action which is based on the neuromodulation or pulsed electrical stimulation
on vagus nerve which can result in appreciable weight loss. Using patient meal
schedule and Big data by continually gathering the physiological parameters, AIbased algorithm analyzes the results and provides user’s recommendations. The
system measures different physiological parameters such as pH, temperature and
impedance as a function of gastric transit time, which allows navigating of the
capsule and using a specific type of stimulation in different parts of the digestive
system.

Our Offering
The ingestible capsule, which is taken every 2 days, combines miniature electronic
circuitry with a microcontroller, antennae, power source and electrodes, all
hermetically sealed in the plastic body. The user swallows the capsule after the
first meal, which, together with the recommended meal schedule, allows holding
the capsule in the stomach during the day. On arrival to the stomach, the capsule
wirelessly connects via the wearable unit to the user smartphone with Melcap
app. The App automatically controls the capsule’s operation and used as the
user’s diet adviser Based on AI algorithm. The unit economics shows high Gross
margin around 80% at the 10 dollars price of the capsule at cost 2 dollars and
75 dollars price for the wearable at the cost of 15 dollars.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

Currently company collaborated with Israel Innovation Authority and Key Opinion
Leaders in Europe and US.

Return to Contents
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New Stream Ltd

Digital golf Course. Automatically provide highlights video with all golfer shots
for learning and sharing.

Category

Solution at a Glance

AI

We use artificial intelligence and machine learning technology to monitor and
record all action on the course. Our patent pending, advanced software, uses
bullet cameras to find out the golfer, calculate his precise position and steer PTZ
cameras on him, recognise shot stance and record shot video from different angles.

Audio/Video
Sports Tech

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
All existing video analytic systems work on confined areas where cameras filmed
everything happened on the court. Then algorithms treat this data and extract
relevant scenes. This approach not applicable to areas like a golf course. Our
system works proactively: determinate the predefined situation and steer PTZ
cameras on object and film it. There is only technology are working on great
areas. Simultaneously orchestrate several cameras on single object and make
automated filming such activities like biking, riding, surfing, etc. To achieve it,
we have developed unique neuron network algorithms able to work on limited
computing recourses.

Our Offering
We are looking to bring technology into the game, meet the needs of the millennial
golf player. Our technology will help young people to learn the game secrets and
start to enjoy much faster. The system will offer personalized tips for all level
golfers. It allows memorizing excite moments and shares them on social media.
Today people live through their digital devices, and all aspects of life are on-line.
The revenue streams are multiple: subscriptions, teaching, advertisements, betting,
and more. We are offering automated production and broadcasting services for
professional and armatures events by a significant reduction of production costs.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

Caesarea Golf Club, Kiev Golfstream Golf Club.

Return to Contents
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SmarterTV

We create new interactive video experiences

Category

Solution at a Glance

Audio/Video

We deploy ultra high resolution cameras to the venue. The captured video is
processed and indexed based on its metadata.
The viewer enjoys a smart video player that allows him/her to control the cameras
and directly click objects of interest in the video to launch a large set of in-video
apps (social, e-commerce, gaming etc.).

Augmented Reality /
Virtual Reality
Sports Tech

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
We are all about catering to the fan. So the architecture optimizes the high
resolution footage to be consumed on a mobile device. Now, using our tech a fan
can seamlessly control cameras and interact with the video anywhere in the world.

Our Offering
We build a video solution suit for a venue that caters to all its stakeholders- the
leagues, the clubs, the professional teams, the sponsors and of course- the fans.
In the near future we focus on video capturing ‘mass participation sport events’the fans on the tribunes and marathon runners. We then make this video available
inside a social messaging platform such as VIBER or WHATSAPP.
We maximize Customer Lifetime Value by creating a new full fan journey inside
a dedicated experience center we establish inside the messaging platform. This
engagement begins way before match day, continues during the live event (for
example- captured fan reactions), and lasts post game with a memory lane of
user content library.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

We’ve partnered with Amsterdam’s Arena ‘change the game’ program, to build
together the ultimate fan engagement products. We now seek to strategically
partner with a distribution platform.

Return to Contents
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Sonarax
Technologies Ltd

Data over sound communication protocol, for M2M connectivity

Category

Solution at a Glance

Accessibility

SONARAX a deep-tech intelligent-acoustic software company with unmatched
capabilities. Our revolutionary communication software protocol provides nearby
connectivity between devices over ultrasonic waves.

Audio/Video
eCommerce &
Enterprise Solutions
Smart Cities
Smart Home
Sports Tech
Vehicle Technology
Wireless Devices &
Services

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
The most cost-effective solution, with no need for special hardware, software that
works on any environment and OS.
The most secure & Safe solution. Verified physical presence (SCA – Strong Customer
Authentication). Induces no radiation! And the only technology that enables session
verification out of band to avoid Man-In-The-Middle attacks.
The most reliable solution. The only Data-over sound protocol that works in
motion, the most accurate positioning method, the most accurate Indoor navigation
technology, and resistant to echo % noise.

Our Offering
Sonarax’ ultrasonic connectivity technology is a breakthrough wireless communication
protocol. It utilizes the speaker and microphone that is in every smartphone – and
in every ATM, digital sign, vending machine, laptop, tablet and more – to transmit
and receive data over sound waves instead of radio waves.
Sonarax technology overcomes all the challenges of financial transaction data
transfer and opens new opportunities for banks and financial institutions to provide
a rich and optimized experience to its customers, without compromising security.
Sonarax Provide a frictionless user experience
with no compromise on security. Sonrax provides the most reliable solution. The
only Data-over sound protocol that works in motion, the most accurate positioning
method, the most accurate Indoor navigation technology, and resistant to echo %
noise.

Company References and Strategic Partners

▼

Cadence, Nets, Plug&play, Knowles, Citi Bank ,Xinow, acoustiguide

Return to Contents
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ZecOps

ZecOps Automates Security and IT Operations.

Category

Solution at a Glance

Cybersecurity and IT

ZecOps technology helps to automatically identify faults and enable to hunt and
leverage attackers’ mistakes to:
• Discover and extract exploits and payloads that evaded organization’s security
controls including 0-days and APTs.
• Identify ongoing attackers’ campaigns and compromised assets used for command
and control purposes.

The Innovative offering
ZecOps focuses on Security and IT Operations automation. ZecOps agent-less
technology enables organizations to transform the way they are dealing with faults
analysis, security operations, and Digital Forensics investigations.

Our Offering
ZecOps is a cybersecurity company based in San Francisco & Tel Aviv that specializes
in finding attackers mistakes and automating forensic investigations using agentless solutions.
ZecOps technology serves as the last line of defense detecting advanced threat
operators that successfully evaded the organization’s security controls. The technology
is suitable for Endpoints, Servers, iOS devices, Cars, ATMs, and other systems.
ZecOps boost the organization’s IT and SOC productivity while reducing TCO on
data acquisition, manual services, solve and diagnose IT issues.
Founded by Zuk Avraham, world-renowned researcher and the Founder of Zimperium.

Company References and Strategic Partners
KPN (NL), Swisscom (Switzerland), Trace3 (USA), CBG (UK), Plug and Play (Silicon
Valley) and First International Bank of Israel. A full list of our partners can be found
here: https://www.zecops.com/find-resellers

Return to Contents
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